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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Magnetic (scissors) and electric dipole mode:Magnetic (scissors) and electric dipole mode:

 greatgreat interestinterest ofof modernmodern nuclearnuclear structurestructure physicsphysics..

 FoundFound forfor isotopesisotopes fromfrom lightlight nucleinuclei (such(such asas 4646Ti)Ti) upup toto actinidesactinides andand
alsoalso gamagama softsoft andand transitionaltransitional nucleinuclei

 GivesGives informationinformation::

 nuclearnuclear structurestructure

 nucleonnucleon--nucleonnucleon forcesforces



 2 characters in accordance with parities of dipole excitations:

11-- = electric dipole= electric dipole modemode

11++ == magneticmagnetic (scissors)(scissors) modemode

Quadratic dependence

Strong fragmentation

Concentrated around 3 MeV



 Hartree-Fock approximation: violates 
symmetries  rotational or transitional 
invariance broken

 RPA used to calculate scissors mode in heavy 
deformed nuclei 

Goldstone (spirious state with zero Goldstone (spirious state with zero 

energy) modeenergy) mode



THEORY

The corresponding single-quasiparticle hamiltonian
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restoredrestoredseparableseparable isoscalarisoscalar andand isovectorisovector effectiveeffective interactioninteraction
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V0 and V1  the isoscalar and isovector depth of the potential 

wells
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the translation invariance can be obtained by the substitution
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The model Hamiltonian of the system



1+ states are considered as one-phonon excitations

To obtain the excitations energies solve the equation of motion
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The reduced M1 transition probability



Excitation energies

Ground-state transition width 0 (meV).
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Results and DiscussionResults and Discussion



Table 1. The calculated values of the pairing

correlation parameters (in MeV) and 2 values for

the 180-186W isotopes.

N n n p p 2

106106 1.201.20 --7.467.46 1.001.00 --5.805.80 0.2100.210

108108 0.900.90 --7.117.11 0.850.85 --6.476.47 0.2070.207

110110 0.970.97 --6.806.80 1.201.20 --6.986.98 0.2010.201

112112 1.001.00 --6.546.54 0.900.90 --7.627.62 0.1900.190



=40/A MeV which has been obtained from magnetic moments

calculations.

=300 A-5/3 fm-2 which is related to isovector symmetry potential.











CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

 A separation of the spirious state from the 1+
states changes

 The distribution of the B(M1) strength

 Increases the fragmentation

 TheThe calculationscalculations providedprovided detaileddetailed informationinformation

 thethe excitationexcitation energiesenergies

 transitionaltransitional probabilitiesprobabilities

 structurestructure ofof lowlow––lyinglying dipoledipole excitationsexcitations



 The relative contribution of K = 0 below 4 MeV
is quite small.

 A few prominent K =1- states in the low-energy.
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